
Meg and Nick go to the beach. It is a 
sunny day. They see birds in the sky. 
They see fish in the sea.

‘I love these animals here,’ says Meg. 
‘Can we get a pet?’
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‘Would you like a pet bird?’ asks Nick. 
‘Birds are funny, and they can fly.’

‘No,’ says Meg. ‘My bedroom is too 
small. I don’t want a bird.’
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We can see many things in the sky, like 
the sun and birds. We can also see many 
things in the sea. Here are some examples 
from the story:

‘fish’

‘jellyfish’

‘seagrass’

boring (adj.) 沉悶 not interesting

difficult (adj.) 困難 hard to do
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Meg and Nick talk about different 
pets. They talk about a bird and 
a fish. Meg wants a pet that lives 
               in the sea. Nick asks Meg 
               questions about her favourite pet.

Nick doesn’t know 
which pet Meg 
likes the most. 
Can you help him? 
Which pet do you 
think it is? Draw a 
picture of the pet.
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Learning in Action: Learning in Action: 
Floating FishFloating Fish

They use air! 

They keep air 
inside their 
bodies. More air 
makes them float. 
Less air makes 
them sink.

Fish are heavy. 
So how do they float?

Follow the link at the back of 
this book to learn more.
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You can make things float 
like fish. You need some 
different balls, a bucket of 
water and bubble wrap.

float 浮 hollow 空心

sink 沉 bubble 
wrap 氣泡紙

Circle the balls that will float:

Hollow ball Solid ball Solid ball 
wrapped in 

bubble wrap

Some fish can breathe air. They can 
live on land! 
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